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SNAPSHOT RESTORE OF APPLICATION CHAINS 
AND APPLICATIONS 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims priority to and 
incorporates the following applications by reference: 
DYNAMIC SYMBOLIC LINK RESOLUTION, Prov. No. 
60/157,728, filed on Oct. 5, 1999; SNAPSHOT VIRTUAL 
TEMPLATING, Prov. No. 60/157,728, filed on Oct. 5, 1999; 
SNAPSHOT RESTORE OF APPLICATION CHAINS 
AND APPLICATIONS, Prov. No. 60/157,833, filed on Oct. 
5, 1999; VIRTUAL RESOURCE-ID MAPPING, Prov. No. 
60/157,727, filed on Oct. 5, 1999; and VIRTUAL PORT 
MULTIPLEXING, Prov. No. 60/157,834, filed on Oct. 5, 
1999. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates broadly to computer 
networks. Specifically, the present invention relates to adap 
tively Scheduling applications on-demand onto computers in 
a computer network. More Specifically, the present invention 
relates to making a Snapshot image of a running application 
including data and State information, and restoring a running 
application from the Snapshot image. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Global computer networks such as the Internet 
have allowed electronic commerce (“e-commerce') to flour 
ish to a point where a large number of customers purchase 
goods and Services over websites operated by online mer 
chants. Because the Internet provides an effective medium to 
reach this large customer base, online merchants who are 
new to the e-commerce marketplace are often flooded with 
high customer traffic from the moment their websites are 
rolled out. In order to effectively Serve customers, online 
merchants are charged with the same responsibility as con 
ventional merchants: they must provide quality Service to 
customers in a timely manner. Often, insufficient computing 
resources are the cause of a processing bottleneck that 
results in customer frustration and loSS of Sales. This phe 
nomena has resulted in the need for a new utility: leasable 
on-demand computing infrastructure. Previous attempts at 
providing computing resources have entailed leasing large 
blocks of Storage and processing power. However, for a new 
online merchant having no baseline from which to judge 
customer traffic upon rollout, this approach is inefficient. 
Either too much computing resources are leased, depriving 
a start up merchant of financial resources that are needed 
elsewhere in the operation, or not enough resources are 
leased, and a bottleneck occurs. 
0004) To make an on-demand computer infrastructure 
possible, computer applications must be ported acroSS com 
puter networks to different processing locations. However, 
this approach is costly in terms of overhead for the appli 
cations to be moved acroSS the network must be saved, shut 
down, Stored, ported and then restored and re-initialized 
with the previously running data. The overhead is prohibi 
tive and negates any performance improvements realized by 
transferring the application to another computer. Thus, there 
remains a heartfelt need for a System and method for 
effecting a transfer of applications acroSS computer networks 
without incurring costly processing overhead. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0005 The present invention solves the problems 
described above by Saving all proceSS State, memory, and 
dependencies related to a Software application to a Snapshot 
image. Interprocess communication (IPC) mechanisms. Such 
as shared memory and Semaphores must be preserved in the 
Snapshot image as well. IPC mechanisms include any 
resource that is shared between two proceSS or any commu 
nication mechanism or channel that allow two processes to 
communicate or interoperate is a form of IPC. Sockets, 
shared memory, Semaphores and pipes are Some examples of 
IPC mechanisms. Between Snapshots, memory deltas are 
flushed to the Snapshot image, So that only the modified 
pages need be updated. Software modules that track usage of 
resources and their corresponding handles are included as 
part of the Snapshot/restore framework of the present inven 
tion. At Snapshot time, State is Saved by querying the 
operating System kernel, the application Snapshot/restore 
framework components, and the process management Sub 
System that allows applications to retrieve internal proceSS 
Specific information not available through existing System 
calls. At restore time, the reverse Sequence of Steps for the 
Snapshot procedure is followed and State is restored by 
making requests to the kernel, the application Snapshot/ 
restore framework, and the proceSS management Subsystem. 

0006 These and many other attendant advantages of the 
present invention will be understood upon reading the 
following detailed description in conjunction with the draw 
ings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram illustrating the 
various components of a computer network used in connec 
tion with the present invention; 
0008 FIG. 2 is a high level block diagram illustrating the 
various components of a computer used in connection with 
the present invention; 
0009 FIG. 3 illustrates how application state is tracked 
using library and operating System kernel interposition; 

0010 FIG. 4 illustrates the capture of an applications 
run-time State; 

0011 FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of Steps executed to create a Snapshot image of an 
application instance; 

0012 FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of StepS eXecuted to restore an application instance 
from a Snapshot image.; 

0013 FIG. 7 is an illustration of the format of a snapshot 
Virtual template; 

0014 FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of Steps executed to create a Snapshot Virtual 
template; 

0.015 FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of Steps executed to clone a Snapshot Virtual 
template; 

0016 FIG. 10 illustrates the registration of an application 
using virtual resource identifiers, 
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0017 FIG. 11 illustrates the allocation of a virtual 
reSOurce, 

0018 FIG. 12 illustrates the translation of a virtual 
resource to a System resource; 

0019 FIG. 13 illustrates the translation of a system 
resource to a virtual resource; 
0020 FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of Steps executed to create a virtual translation 
table; and 
0021 FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating the logical 
Sequence of Steps executed to translate a virtual resource. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0022 A. Snapshot Restore 
0023 FIG. 1 illustrates in high level block diagram form 
the overall Structure of the present invention as used in 
connection with a global computer network 100 such as the 
Internet. Remote users 102-1 and 102-2 can connect through 
the computer network 100 to a private network of computers 
106 protected by firewall 104. Computer network 106 is a 
network comprising computers 150-1, 150-2, through 150-n, 
where n is the total number of computers in network 106. 
Computers 150 are used to run various applications, as well 
as host web sites for access by remote users 102. The present 
invention is implemented on computer network 106 in the 
form of virtual environments 110-1 and 110-2. While only 
two virtual environments are illustrated, it is to be under 
stood that any number of virtual environments may be 
utilized in connection with the present invention. 
0024 FIG. 2 illustrates in high level block diagram form 
a computer that may be utilized in connection with the 
present invention. Computer 150 incorporates a processor 
152 utilizing a central processing unit (CPU) and Supporting 
integrated circuitry. Memory 154 may include RAM and 
NVRAM such as flash memory, to facilitate storage of 
Software modules executed by processor 152, Such as appli 
cation snapshot/restore framework 200. Also included in 
computer 150 are keyboard 158, pointing device 160, and 
monitor 162, which allow a user to interact with computer 
150 during execution of Software programs. Mass Storage 
devices such as disk drive 164 and CD ROM 166 may also 
be in computer 150 to provide storage for computer pro 
grams and associated files. Computer 150 may communicate 
with other computers via modem 168 and telephone line 170 
to allow the computer 150 to be operated remotely, or utilize 
files stored at different locations. Other media may also be 
used in place of modem 168 and telephone line 170, such as 
a direct connection or high Speed data line. The components 
described above may be operatively connected by a com 
munications bus 172. 

0.025 FIG. 3 shows how application states are tracked 
via library and kernel interposition. The application Snap 
shot/restore framework 200 is a software module that pro 
ceSSes transactions between the operating System 206 and 
the applications 208. Requests for System resources or 
changes to proceSS State are routed internally and the appli 
cation snapshot/restore framework 200 tracks these events in 
anticipation of a Snapshot. The application Snapshot/restore 
framework 200 is transparent to running (and Snapshotted) 
applications. From an application's perspective, the appli 
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cation is always running. An application SnapShot may 
consist of multiple processes and multiple threads and 
includes shared resources in use by a process, Such as shared 
memory or Semaphores. A proceSS may be SnapShotted & 
restored more than once. The computer on which a process 
is restored on must be identically configured and have an 
identical environment (hardware, Software, and files) that 
matches the environment of the computer where the process 
was Snapshotted. All processes that are SnapShotted together 
in the form of an application chain share the same applica 
tion ID (“AID”). As used herein, an application chain is the 
logical grouping of a Set of applications and processes that 
communicate with each other and Share resources to provide 
a common function. 

0026. The virtual environment 204 is a layer that Sur 
rounds application(s) 208 and resides between the applica 
tion and the operating System 206. Resource handles are 
abstracted to present a consistent view to the application 
although the actual System resource handles may change as 
an application is Snapshot/restored more than once. The 
Virtual environment also allows multiple applications to 
compete for the same resources where exclusion would 
normally prohibit such behavior to allow multiple snapshots 
to coexist without reconfiguration. Preload library 214 is an 
application library that interposes upon an application for 
the express purpose of intercepting and handling library 
called and System calls. Once the library has been preloaded 
it is attached to the process address Space. Preload library 
214 interposes between application 208 and operating sys 
tem 206. It is distinguished from kernel interposition in that 
it operates in “user mode” (i.e., non-kemel and non-privi 
leged mode). Application 208 can make application pro 
gramming interface (API) calls that modify the state of the 
application. These calls are made from the application 208 
to the operating system API interfaces 210 via the applica 
tion Snapshot restore framework 200 or the preload library 
214. The preload library can save the state of various 
resources by intercepting API interface calls and then Saves 
the State at a pre-arranged memory location. When the 
process memory is Saved as part of the Snapshot/restore 
mechanism, this State is Saved Since it resies in memory. The 
State as it is modified is saved to non-volatile storage (i.e. a 
file on disk). The preload library notify the snapshot/restore 
framework through one of its private interface. 
0027 FIG. 4 illustrates the capture of an applications 
run time state. The OS API interfaces 210 are standard 
programming interfaces defined by international Standards 
organizations such as XOPEN. The open() system call 
which allows an application to open a file for reading is an 
example of an API interface. The process management 
System 216 is a component of the operating System 206 that 
allows one process to examine or alter the State of another 
process. The interfaces that are provided by this component 
are usually not standardized interfaces (not part of a recog 
nized standard API) and are OS-implementation dependent. 
However, Such interfaces usually allow access to more State 
than standardized API interfaces. The run-time information 
captured from a process is used by the Snapshot driver 218. 
0028. An application needs to be snapshotted if it is idle 
and is not currently in use or there are higher priority 
requests that require the application be Scheduled out and 
preempted in favor of another application. A Snapshot 
request is initiated by an application Scheduler that deter 
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mines when an application needs to be restored on-demand 
and when the application is no longer needed (can be 
Snapshotted to free up resources). The application Scheduler 
does this based on web traffic, Server load, request response 
time, and a number of other factors. An application needs to 
be restored if there is an incoming request (i.e. a web 
browser request) and the application required to handle that 
request (ie a particular web site) is not currently running. 
Alternatively, an application needs to be restored if there is 
an incoming request (i.e. a web browser request) and the 
application required to handle that request (ie a particular 
web site) is currently overloaded, so another instance of that 
application is restored to handle that request. 
0029 FIG. 5 illustrates the logical sequence of steps 
executed by Snapshot driver 218 to make a Snapshot image 
of a process. Beginning at Step 250, an Snapshot image of a 
runnable application is requested. The AID is looked up 
(decision step 252) in a table in memory 154 containing a list 
of every AID present on computer 150. If the AID is not 
found control returns at step 254. However, if the AID is 
found, control continues to decision step 256 where the 
Snapshot/restore framework 200 searches for a process 
belonging to the application having the matched AID. If a 
proceSS is found, control continues to Step 258, where the 
proceSS is Suspended. For a process to be SnapShotted, it 
must be completely Suspended with no activity present and 
no ambiguous State (i.e., in a transitory State). Since a 
proceSS may be represented by asynchronous threads of 
activity in the operating System that are not formally part of 
the proceSS State, any activity in the operating System that is 
executing on behalf of the process must be stopped (i.e. disk 
I/O activity). In other words, there may be moments where 
temporarily a proceSS cannot be Snapshotted. This is a finite 
and short period of time, but it can occur. If the State is 
consistent and the threads are quiesced (decision step 260), 
control loops to Step 256 and the remaining processes 
belonging to the application are located and Suspended. 
However, if a proceSS is located that does not have a 
consistent State or a thread is not quiesced, Suspended 
processes are resumed and the Snapshot cannot be com 
pleted. 
0.030. Once all related processes are suspended, for each 
State of each Suspended process, the State is checked to See 
if it is virtualized (step 264). A virtualized state is any 
proceSS State that reflects a virtualized resource. If the State 
is virtualized, it is retrieved at step 266 ; otherwise the 
non-virtualized state is retrieved at step 268 State retrieval is 
performed as described above by the Snapshot driver 218 
querying the application Snapshot/restore framework 200, 
operating System API interfaces 210, and process manage 
ment Subsystem 216. If the State has changed since the last 
Snapshot (step 270), the new state is recorded. Control then 
loops to Step 264 and executes through the above Sequence 
of StepS until all States of all processes are checked. Once 
completed, control proceeds to Step 278, the registered 
global State, Such as Semaphores, is removed. Registered 
global State is State that is not Specifically associated with 
any one process (ie private State). Global State is usually 
exported (accessible) to all processes and its state can be 
modified (shared) by all processes. Control proceeds to Step 
280, where the process is terminated. If there are remaining 
processes (step 282), these are also terminated. This 
Sequence of Steps is concluded to create a Snapshot image 
which is Stored as a file and made available for transmission 
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to another computer within public computer network 100 or 
private computer network 106. 
0031 FIG. 6 illustrates the sequence of steps executed by 
the restore driver 220 to restore a snapshot image. The 
Snapshot image is accessed via a shared Storage mechanism 
and a restore call is made at step 300. The restore driver 220 
looks up the AID for the Snapshot image and (decision Step 
302) if not found control returns and the snapshot image 
cannot be restored. However, if the AID is found, control 
continues to decision step 304 where, if the Snapshotted 
image matching the AID is located, the global/shared State 
for each process associated with the Snapshot are found. 
Control then continues to step 308, where remaining global 
or shared State for the processes are recreated. Since global 
and shared State is not associated with a single proceSS and 
may be referenced by multiple processes, it is created first. 
Recreating the State entails creating a global resource that is 
functionally identical to the resource at the time of the 
Snapshot. For example if during a Snapshot, a Semaphore 
with id 5193 is found with a value of 7, then to recreate the 
State at restore time a new Semaphore must be created having 
the exact same ID as before (ie 5193) and it also must have 
the same State (ie value 7) as before. Then, for each image, 
a process is created that inherits the global/shared State 
restored in Step 308, and each created process is isolated to 
prevent inter-proceSS State changes. When a process is being 
restored, process State is being registered with the kernel, 
inter-proceSS mechanisms are being restored and recon 
nected and I/O buffers in the kernel may be being restored. 
Some of these actions in one process may have the unin 
tended Side effect of disturbing another process that is also 
being restored. For example if an I/O buffer that is in the 
operating System as a result of a process performing a write 
to a Socket connection, then process, could unintentionally 
be delivered an asynchronous signal that notifies it of I/O 
being present (for reading) prior to the process being fully 
restored. At step 314, for each type of state within the 
processes, the process-private resources are recreated to 
their State at the time the Snapshot image was taken. If the 
State is virtualized (decision Step 316), the System state is 
bound to a virtual definition. AS part of the restore an extra 
Step must be done to create a virtual mapping. This is done 
by taking the System resource that was created in Step 314 
and binding it to the Virtual definition that was Saved during 
the Snapshot in Step 266. This allows the application to See 
a consistent view of resources, Since it cannot be guaranteed 
that at restore time the exact Same System resource will be 
available. If the State is shared with another process, Such as 
via a pipe (decision State 320), the shared State is recon 
nected with the other process at step 322. If there are more 
states (decision step 324) steps 314 through 322 are 
repeated. Once steps 314 through 322 have been executed 
for all States, control continues to Step 326, where the 
process is placed in Synchronized wait. If there are remain 
ing images in the SnapShot image (decision step 328), Steps 
310 through 326 are repeated. Once all images have been 
processed, control continues to Step 330, where traces and 
States induced during restore of the proceSS are removed, and 
a Synchronized resume of all processes occurs at Step 332. 
0032. Once steps 300 through 332 have executed without 
error on whatever computer the restore driver 220 was 
executed, the restored application can continue to run with 
out interruption. Thus, the present invention avoids the 
overhead and delay of Shutting down an application, Storing 
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data to a separate file, moving both the application and data 
file elsewhere, and restarting the program. 

0033 B. Snapshot Virtual Templating 
0034. In another aspect, the present invention provides a 
System, method, and computer program product for creating 
Snapshot Virtual application templates for the purpose of 
propagating a single application Snapshot into multiple 
distinct instances. Snapshot Virtual templates allow multiple 
application instances to use the same fixed resource ID 
(“RID”) by making the resource ID virtual, privatizing the 
Virtual RID, and dynamically mapping it to a unique System 
resource ID. A RID is the identifier assigned to represent a 
Specific System resource and acts as a handle when refer 
encing that System resource. Anonymous resources are 
resources that are read-only or functionally isolated from 
other applications. Anonymous resources are also share able 
resources. An anonymous resource is a non-fixed resource 
allocated by the operating System and identified by a per 
proceSS handle. These are functionally-isolated Since the 
operating System allocates it anonymously and one is as 
food as another. Examples of this are non-fixed TCP ports or 
file descriptors. A resource is Said to be network-wide unique 
if there can only be one instance of that resource with its 
corresponding identifier on computer network or Subnet 
work. An example of this is an network IP address (i.e. 
10.1.1.1.1). Snapshot virtual templates allow Snapshots to be 
described in a manner that Separates Shareable data from 
non-Salable data. Data is loosely defined to mean any system 
resource (memory, files, Sockets, handles, etc.). When a 
Snapshot is cloned from a virtual template, the common or 
shared data is used exactly as is, whereas the non-Salable 
data is either copied-on-write, multiplexed, Virtualized, or 
customized-on-duplication. The present invention greatly 
reduces the required administrative Setup per application 
instance. Snapshot virtual templating works by noting 
access to modified resources, fixed System IDS/keys and 
unique proceSS-related identifies and automatically inserting 
a level of abstraction between these resources and the 
application. The resources contained in a SnapShot Virtual 
template can be dynamically redirected at restore time. 
Access to memory and Storage is managed in a copy-on 
write fashion. System resource handles are managed in a 
Virtualize-on-allocate fashion or by a multiplex-on-acceSS 
mechanism. ProceSS-unique resources are managed in a 
redirect-on-duplicate fashion. Rules may be defined through 
an application configurator that allows Some degree of 
control over the creation of non-Salable data. 

0035. The application configurator is a software compo 
nent that resides in the application domain and communi 
cates configuration information about the application on its 
behalf such as the DSL specifications. Since this component 
operates without assistance from the application, it may 
exist in the form of an application library, or may be placed 
in the applications environment (via inheritance at execution 
time), ir it can be implemented as a server process that 
proxies application information to the operating System as 
neceSSary. 

0036) A resource duplicator is a software component that 
fields requests for non-share able resources and duplicates or 
Virtualizes resources So that applications receive their own 
private copies and can co-exist transparently with multiple 
instances of the same application forged from the same 
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Virtual template. The resource duplicator also processes 
duplication rules fed by the application configurator or 
application snapshot/restore framework 200. 
0037 AS used herein, non-Salable data refers to any 
resource that is modified and globally visible to other 
application instances is non-Salable (i.e. files). Process 
related identifiers that are System-wide unique are also 
non-shareable Since conflicts will arise if two instances use 
the same identifier at the same time (uniqueness is no longer 
preserved). References to unique resources by fixed handles 
(i.e. fixed TCP port numbers or IPC keys) are also not 
share able. Memory pages that are Specific to an application 
instance (i.e. the Stack) are another example of a non 
share able resource. For illustrative purposes, examples of 
non-Salable data include application config files that must be 
different per application instance as well as modified appli 
cation data files if the application is not written to run 
multiple copies Simultaneously. Other examples include 
Stack memory Segments or heap Segments may also be 
non-Salable data, shared memory keys that are a fixed value, 
usage of fixed well-known (to the application) TCP port 
numbers, and process identifiers (two distinct processes 
cannot share the same PID). 
0038. The Snapshot virtual template is constructed auto 
matically by dividing a SnapShot proceSS into shareable and 
non-shareable data. The knowledge of which System 
resources can be shared is encoded in the Snapshot Virtual 
templating framework itself. If an application has non 
shareable internal resources (as opposed to System 
resources), it may not be possible to construct a virtual 
template for that application. 
0039 Snapshot virtual templates are node-independent as 
well as application-instance dependent. Snapshot Virtual 
templates cannot be created for applications that use non 
share able physical devices. Snapshot Virtual templates must 
Save references to non-share able resources in their pre 
customized form, rather than their evaluated form. All 
acceSS by an application to non-shareable resources must be 
via the operating System. Internal or implicit dependencies 
by the application itself cannot be virtually-templated. A 
Snapshot virtual template may be created from an applica 
tion instance that was originally forged from a different 
Virtual template. 
0040 Snapshot virtual templating is an alternate method 
of creating an application instance. The Snapshot restore 
method described above requires creating unique instances 
of an application to create unique “Snapshots of that 
application. Virtual templating allows the creation of a 
generic application instance from which unique instances 
may be spawned. Every unique instance that is created from 
the original virtual template Starts out as an exact copy 
(referred to herein as “clone") but has been personalized just 
enough to make it a fully-functioning independent copy. 
Differences between copies may be due to the way resources 
are named or identified. 

0041 FIG. 7 illustrates in block diagram form the con 
tents of a SnapShot Virtual template. The main components 
are resource name size, resource descriptor size, resource 
type, resource name, and resource data. Resource data 
includes many different types of information, as illustrated. 
0042 FIG. 8 describes the sequence of steps executed by 
the application Snapshot/restore framework 200 to create a 
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Snapshot virtual template. AS the application runs, every 
request for a new operating System resource (file, memory, 
Semaphore, etc.) is checked for an existing rule. When the 
application is Started under the Virtual templating frame 
work, a Set of rules may be Supplied at that time. The rule 
will state the type of resource, the type of access (i.e., create, 
read, write, destroy, etc), and the action to be taken. If a rule 
is found (decision step 360), the rule is saved as part of the 
proceSS State and recorded with the resource as auxiliary 
state at step 362. Rules may be added to the template that 
control the creation of application-instance Specific 
resources. For example, environment variables or path 
names that incorporate an AID to differentiate and customize 
a particular resource among multiple instances. The follow 
ing Syntax created for illustration purposes: 

0.043) Define <APPL-ID>as PROPERTY applica 
tion-ID 

0044) REDIR PATH “/user/app/config" to “/usr/app/ 
<APPL-ID>/config" 

0.045) SET ENV “HOME”-“/usr/app/<APPL-ID>” 
0046) If rules are created, they should also be specified 
via the application configurator. If no rule is found, the 
resource is checked using a Standard Set of criteria that 
determine whether the resource needs to be abstracted or 
virtualized in order to be cloned at step 364. The criteria is 
again checked at steps 366,370, 372, 378,380 and 386. In 
most cases, no action is taken. Resources are simply clas 
sified into their correct types So that when an instance is 
cloned the correct action can be taken. If the resource is 
shared, i.e. shared memory (decision step 366), the resource 
is marked as shared (step 368) So that during the Subsequent 
Snapshot all references to the shared object will be noted. If 
the resource can be modified (decision step 370), it must be 
isolated from the original during cloning So that the original 
remains untouched. If the resource is a large object and has 
a notion of an underlying object, Such as i.e. mapped 
memory (decision Step 372), it is marked for copy-on-write 
(step 374). Otherwise, the entire resource must be duplicated 
and marked accordingly (step 376). A resource is said to be 
Systemwide unique if the identifier used to represent that 
resource cannot represent more than one instance of that 
resource at a single point in time on the Same node or 
computer. If the resource is Systemwide unique (decision 
Step 378), and is exported as an external interface, as is the 
case when another client application that is not running on 
the platform has a dependency on the resource, Such as a 
TCP port number (decision step 380), it isn't feasible to 
Virtualize access to the resource, So it is marked to be 
multiplexed (step 382). Multiplexing allows multiple inde 
pendent connections to transparently co-exist over the same 
transport using only a single identifiable resource. If it isn't 
externally exported, the resource is marked for Virtualize at 
step 384. Continuing to decision step 386, if the resource is 
network-unique, it is marked for allocation at step 388. 
Control proceeds to step 390, where the resource request is 
processed. Steps 360 through 390 are repeated for every 
resource request occurring during application execution. 
0047 FIG. 9 illustrates the sequence of steps executed to 
perform cloning or replication of a process from a Snapshot 
Virtual template. This sequence of Steps can be performed by 
a replication program that creates a new Snapshot image 
from an existing template, or by the restore driver 220. 
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When an application instance is restored from a Snapshot 
that is a virtual template, a new instance is automatically 
cloned from the template using the rules that were gathered 
during the creation of the template. For every resource 
included in the SnapShot Virtual template, rules for the 
resource and acceSS type are looked up. Any resource that 
requires Special handling as part of the templating effort has 
the rule described inside the Snapshot template as part of the 
auxiliary State associated with the resource. If no rule is 
found (decision step 400), the resource is recreated using the 
existing saved information in the snapshot (step 402). Oth 
erwise, if a resource is marked for duplicate (decision Step 
404), then a copy of the original resource is made at Step 
406. If a resource is marked for copy-on-write (decision step 
408), then at step 410 a reference to the original underlying 
object (in the original template) is kept, and any modifica 
tions to the original force a copy-on-write action So that the 
modifications are kept in an application-instance private 
location and the two form a composite view that is visible to 
the application instance. 
0048 If a resource is marked for virtualization (decision 
Step 412), the original resource is allocated or duplicated in 
blank form at Step 414. At Step 416, the resource is mapped 
dynamically to the new resource at run-time by binding the 
System resource to the Saved resource in the Snapshot image. 
If a resource is marked for multiplex (decision step 418), the 
original resource is duplicated and then Spliced among other 
application instances that share it (step 420). If the resource 
is a network unique resource (decision step 422), a unique 
resource must be allocated (step 424) by communicating 
with another component of the network, i.e. network map or 
registry, that assigns a resource to this instance. Then this 
new resource is bound to the fixed resource that was Saved 
in the virtual template (step 426), in a manner similar to 
Virtualization. 

0049 C. Virtual Resource ID Mapping 
0050. The present invention provides virtual mapping of 
System resource identifiers in use by a Software application 
for the purpose of making the running State of an application 
node independent. By adding a layer of indirection between 
the application and the resource, new System resources are 
reallocated and then can be mapped to the application's 
existing resource requirements while it is running, without 
the application detecting a failure or change in resource 
handles. 

0051. This layer of indirection makes the applications 
system RID transparent to the application. RID's are usually 
numeric in form, but can also be alphanumeric. RIDS are 
unique to a machine, and can be reused once all claims to a 
specific RID have been given up. Some examples of RID's 
include proceSS DS, shared memory ID's, and Semaphore 
ID's. Only the virtual RID is visible to the application. 
Conversely, the virtual RID is transparent to the OS, and 
only the system RID is visible to the OS. Every application 
has a unique identifier that distinguishes it from every other 
running application. There exists a one to one mapping 
between the AID:resource type: virtual RID combination and 
the node ID:system RID. Virtual RIDs are only required to 
be unique within their respective applications, along with 
their corresponding System RIDS may be shared among 
multiple programs and processes that have the same AID. 
System RID's that have been virtualized are accessed 
through their virtual ID'S to ensure consistent States. 
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0.052 AID’s are farm-wide unique resources and are 
allocated atomically by the AID generator. Because in the 
present invention applications arent uniquely bound to 
Specific names, process ID's, machine hostnames or points 
in time, the AID is the Sole, definitive reference to a running 
application and its processes. Typically, an AID is defined in 
reference to a logical task that the application is performing 
or by the logical user that is running the application. 
0.053 Virtual resource mapping comprises several basic 
Steps: application registration, allocation of the RID, and 
resolution of the RID. During registration of the application, 
the AID is derived if preallocated or the application existed 
previously, or it may be allocated dynamically by an AID 
generator. The AID is then made known for later use. 
Allocation of a RID happens when an application requests 
access to a System resource (new or existing) and the OS 
returns a handle to a resource in the form of a RID. The 
Virtual resource layer intercepts the System returned RID, 
allocates a virtual counterpart by calling the resource Spe 
cific resource allocator, establishes mapping between the 
two, and returns a new virtual RID to the application. 
0054) Resolution of a RID may occur in two different 
directions. ARID may be passed from the application to the 
OS, in which case the RID is mapped from virtual ID to 
system ID. Conversely, the RID may be passed from the OS 
to the application, in which case the transition is from 
system ID to virtual ID. Requests for translation are passed 
from the framework to the virtual RID translation unit and 
the corresponding mapping is returned once it has been 
fetched from the appropriate translation table. Multiple 
translation tables may exist if there are multiple resource 
types. 

0.055 FIG. 10 illustrates the steps executed to register an 
application. The AppShot harness 500 exists to aid in the 
creation of the appropriate runtime environment for the 
application prior to launching the application. The appshot 
harness 500 initializes the runtime environment for an 
application by first priming its own environment with the 
appropriate Settings and then launching the application 
which inherits all these settings. The appshot harness 500 is 
provided because the application cannot be recompiled or 
rewritten to initialize its own environment. Some of the 
settings that are established by the appshot harness 500 
include the AID, assigned process ID range, DSL specifi 
cations, application Virtual ID's, and Snapshot templating 
rules. The DSL Specifications are registered as part of the 
environment A process is an in-memory instantiation of a 
Software program. Process is the in-memory image of the 
AppShot harness 500 and process, is the in-memory image 
of the application. At step 510, the appshot harness 500 
registers an AID ai, Such as “dbServer.” with the application 
Snapshot/restore framework 200 within the OS kernel 206. 
The application snapshot/restore framework 200 then cre 
ates virtual translation tables 502 for the AID at step 512. 
Virtual translation tables 502 are data units that contain 
translation information related to RID's, Such as AIDS or 
process ID's, virtual RID's, and system RID's. Separate 
tables can be implemented per resource type or a table can 
be shared if a unique resource type is Stored per table entry. 
A translation unit maps the system RID's to the virtual 
RID's by storing and fetching translation information in the 
appropriate translation table. Once the virtual translation 
tables 502 are created, Process is linked to the AID at at step 
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514. At this point, process, is created when the appshot 
harness 500 launches the application at step 516. Process, 
then inherits process's link to a; and its tables at Step 518. 
0056 FIG. 11 shows the allocation of a virtual resource 
Such as a Semaphore in accordance with the present inven 
tion. At Step 520, an application requests that a Semaphore 
resource is allocated for its process. In response (step 522), 
the application snapshot/restore framework 200 looks up the 
AID in memory 154, and returns AID ai. At step 524, in 
response to a request from the application Snapshot/restore 
framework 200, the system semaphore pool returns sema 
phore S. At Step 526, the application Snapshot/restore frame 
work 200 scans the virtual resource translation table 502 for 
an available slot and allocates the Virtual Semaphore. At Step 
528, the application Snapshot/restore framework 200 inserts 
the translation S=aVs and the Virtual resource translation 
table 502 now contains the mapping. At step 530, the virtual 
Semaphore V is returned to the application. 
0057 FIG. 12 illustrations translation of a virtual 
resource to a System resource in accordance with the present 
invention. At Step 532, the application calls the Semaphore 
interface and Supplies the virtual RID V to the application 
Snapshot/restore framework 200. At step 534, the application 
Snapshot/restore framework 200 looks up the AID for the 
calling application and returns ai. At Step 536, the applica 
tion Snapshot/restore framework 200 then looks up the 
translation for a:V in the Virtual resource translation table 
502, which returns s at step 538. At step 540, the OS 
Semaphore implementation is achieved when the application 
Snapshot/restore framework 200 forwards the applications 
request by Substitutings for V. 
0058 FIG. 13 illustrates translation of a system resource 
to a virtual resource. Beginning at Step 542, the application 
calls the Semaphore interface and expects the RID as a 
result. At Step 544, the application Snapshot/restore frame 
work 200 looks up the AID for the calling application and 
returns ai. At Step 546, the application Snapshot/restore 
framework 200 forwards the application request to the OS 
Semaphore implementation, which returns the System Sema 
phores, at step 548. At step 550, the application Snapshot/ 
restore framework 200 then looks up the translation for as 
in the virtual resource translation table 502, which returns v. 
at step 552. At step 554, the application Snapshot/restore 
framework 200 returns the virtual RID V to the calling 
application. 

0059 FIG. 14 illustrates the logical sequence of steps 
executed to create the virtual translation table 502. Begin 
ning at Step 556, and attempt is made to register AID ai. If 
the AID hasn't already been registered (decision step 558), 
a virtual resource translation table Space for at is created in 
table 502 (step 560). Translation tables are then added for 
each type of resource associated with the application at Step 
562. At step 564, the process is linked to ai. At step 566, the 
process, is created and the application is launched. Steps 568 
and 570 show the parallel paths of execution. The flow of 
control continues on to step 568 and halts shortly thereafter. 
The new flow of execution continues on from 566 to 570, 
where the process inherits context from the process at Step 
568. 

0060 FIG. 15 illustrates in greater detail the sequence of 
StepS eXecuted to translate a virtual resource. For illustrative 
purposes, the resource in this example is a Semaphore. 
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Beginning at decision step 580, if an AID is found upon 
lookup, and the interface uses the RID as a parameter 
(decision step 582), the application Snapshot/restore frame 
work 200 performs a lookup of the translation for a:v at 
step 584. If a system resources is found, the system RID is 
substituted for the virtual RID at step 586 and passed to the 
semaphore interface of the OS 206 (step 588). If the sema 
phore was not allocated by the Semaphore interface (deci 
sion step 590), and the interface returns a semaphore (deci 
sion step 592) control proceeds to step 594 where a reverse 
lookup for the translation of the AID with a system RID is 
performed. The returned virtual RID is then Substituted for 
the virtual ID at step 596. Returning to decision step 590, if 
a Semaphore was allocated by the Semaphore interface, 
control proceeds to step 598 where the virtual semaphore is 
allocated and a translation for V=a:S is inserted into the 
translation table 502 at step 600. V is then substituted for S. 
at step 602. 

0061. In another aspect, the present invention provides 
communication between at least two applications through 
Virtual port multiplexing. The communication is achieved by 
accepting a connection from a Second application on a first 
port and allocating a Second port to receive the communi 
cation from the Second application. Once the Second port has 
been allocated the Second port translation is recorded. The 
communication is sent to the first port from the Second 
application and received on the Second port. The commu 
nication is then delivered to a first application from the 
Second port. In one embodiment the first application 
requests the communication from the first port and the first 
port is translated to determine the Second port Such that the 
communication is delivered to the first application in the 
Step of delivering the communication to the first application. 

0.062. In one embodiment, the communication is received 
on the first port following the Step of Sending the data to the 
first port, the first port is translated to determine the Second 
port prior to the Step of receiving the communication on the 
Second port, and the Step of receiving the communication on 
the Second port includes queuing the communication on the 
Second port from the first port. 

0.063. In one embodiment, the second application 
requests to connect with the first port prior to the Step of 
accepting the connection. Once the Second port is allocated, 
the Second port is negotiated including negotiating the 
Second port between a first and Second virtual port multi 
plexer. Further, the Second application is connected with the 
Second port following the Step of allocating the Second port. 
The Step of recording the translation including, first, record 
ing the translation of the Second port in association with the 
first application, and Second, recording the translation of the 
Second port in association with the Second application. 
0064. The present invention also provides for a dynamic 
symbolic link (DSL) and the resolution of that DSL. The 
pathname of a first application is renamed to a target 
pathname, a variable within the target pathname, the first 
pathname is defined as a Symbolic link and the Symbolic link 
is associated with a virtual pathname. The method and 
apparatus further defines a Specification is further defined 
that is associated with the virtual pathname including asso 
ciating the variable with the Virtual pathname. In associating 
the Symbolic link with the virtual pathname, a declaration is 
defined within the virtual pathname. 
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0065 Having disclosed exemplary embodiments and the 
best mode, modifications and variations may be made to the 
disclosed embodiments while remaining within the Scope of 
the present invention as defined by the following claims. 

1-6. (canceled) 
7. A method comprising: 
determining that a Snapshot of an application is to be 
made during execution of the application on a computer 
System; and 

generating a Snapshot image including an application State 
corresponding to the application, wherein the applica 
tion State includes a State of one or more interprocess 
communication (IPC) mechanisms in use by the appli 
cation. 

8. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein the IPC 
mechanisms comprise a shared memory. 

9. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein the IPC 
mechanisms comprise a Semaphore. 

10. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein the IPC 
mechanisms comprise a pipe. 

11. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein the IPC 
mechanisms comprise a Socket. 

12. The method as recited in claim 7 wherein the appli 
cation State further comprises a plurality of memory pages 
used by the application. 

13. The method as recited in claim 12 further comprising: 
determining that a Second Snapshot of the application is to 

be made during execution of the application; and 
generating a Second Snapshot image including the appli 

cation State. 
14. The method as recited in claim 13 wherein the 

plurality of memory pages in the Second Snapshot image are 
pages that have been modified by the application between 
generating the Snapshot image and generating the Second 
Snapshot image. 

15. The method as recited in claim 7 further comprising: 
determining that the Snapshot image is to be restored; 
restoring the Snapshot image; and 
continuing execution of the application from the applica 

tion State restored from the SnapShot image. 
16. The method as recited in claim 15 wherein restoring 

the Snapshot image and continuing execution of the appli 
cation are performed on a different computer System from 
the computer System on which the Snapshot image was 
generated. 

17. The method as recited in claim 7 further comprising: 
during execution of the application, intercepting one or 

more events generated by the application for Service by 
an operating System executing on the computer System, 
wherein the one or more events cause changes in the 
application State; and 

recording the intercepted events. 
18. The method as recited in claim 17 wherein at least a 

portion of the intercepting is performed by a Software 
module that executes in a privileged mode, wherein the 
operating System also executes in the privileged mode. 

19. The method as recited in claim 17 wherein at least a 
portion of the intercepting is performed by a Software 
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module that executes in a user mode, wherein the application 
also executes in the user mode. 

20. The method as recited in claim 17 wherein generating 
the Snapshot image comprises querying one or more Soft 
ware modules that perform the intercepting to capture the 
changes in the application State captured from the inter 
cepted events. 

21. The method as recited in claim 20 further comprising 
querying one or more operating System application program 
ming interfaces (APIs) to capture a portion of the application 
State. 

22. The method as recited in claim 20 further comprising 
querying a proceSS management Subsystem to capture a 
portion of the application State. 

23. A computer accessible medium Storing a plurality of 
instructions comprising instructions which, when executed, 
implement a method comprising: 

generating a Snapshot image including an application State 
corresponding to the application, wherein, if the appli 
cation uses one or more interproceSS communication 
(IPC) mechanisms, the application State includes a State 
of the one or more IPC mechanisms. 

24. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the IPC mechanisms comprise a shared memory. 

25. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the IPC mechanisms comprise a semaphore. 

26. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the IPC mechanisms comprise a pipe. 

27. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the IPC mechanisms comprise a socket. 

28. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the application State further comprises a plurality 
of memory pages used by the application. 

29. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
28 wherein the method further comprises generating a 
Second Snapshot image including the application State. 

30. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
29 wherein the plurality of memory pages in the Second 
Snapshot image are pages that have been modified by the 
application between generating the Snapshot image and 
generating the Second Snapshot image. 

31. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the method further comprises restoring the 
Snapshot image, wherein execution of the application is 
continued from the application State restored from the Snap 
shot image. 

32. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
31 wherein restoring the Snapshot image and continuing 
execution of the application are performed on a different 
computer System from the computer System on which the 
Snapshot image was generated. 

33. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
23 wherein the method further comprises: 

during execution of the application, intercepting one or 
more events generated by the application for Service by 
an operating System executing on the computer System, 
wherein the one or more events cause changes in the 
application State; and 

recording the intercepted events. 
34. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 

33 wherein at least a portion of the intercepting is performed 
by instructions that execute in a privileged mode, wherein 
the operating System also executes in the privileged mode. 
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35. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
33 wherein at least a portion of the intercepting is performed 
by instructions that execute in a user mode, wherein the 
application also executes in the user mode. 

36. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
33 wherein generating the Snapshot image comprises que 
rying one or more Software modules that perform the 
intercepting to capture the changes in the application State 
captured from the intercepted events. 

37. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
36 wherein the method further comprises querying one or 
more operating System application programming interfaces 
(APIs) to capture a portion of the application State. 

38. The computer accessible medium as recited in claim 
36 wherein the method further comprises querying a process 
management Subsystem to capture a portion of the applica 
tion State. 

39. A computer System comprising: 

an application; and 

a Snapshot driver module configured, during execution of 
the application on the computer System, to generate a 
Snapshot image including an application State corre 
sponding to the application, and wherein, if the appli 
cation uses one or more interproceSS communication 
(IPC) mechanisms, the application State includes a State 
of the one or more IPC mechanisms. 

40. The computer system as recited in claim 39 wherein 
the IPC mechanisms comprise a shared memory. 

41. The computer system as recited in claim 39 wherein 
the IPC mechanisms comprise a Semaphore. 

42. The computer system as recited in claim 39 wherein 
the IPC mechanisms comprise a pipe. 

43. The computer system as recited in claim 39 wherein 
the IPC mechanisms comprise a Socket. 

44. The computer system as recited in claim 39 wherein 
the application State further comprises a plurality of memory 
pages used by the application. 

45. The computer system as recited in claim 44 wherein 
the Snapshot driver module is further configured to generate 
a Second Snapshot image including the application State. 

46. The computer system as recited in claim 45 wherein 
the plurality of memory pages in the Second Snapshot image 
are pages that have been modified by the application 
between generating the Snapshot image and generating the 
Second Snapshot image. 

47. The computer system as recited in claim 39 further 
comprising a restore driver module configured to restore the 
Snapshot image, and wherein the application is configured to 
continue execution from the application State restored from 
the Snapshot image. 

48. The computer system as recited in claim 39 further 
comprising one or more Software modules configured to 
intercept one or more events generated by the application 
during execution of the application, the one or more events 
generated by the application for Service by an operating 
System executing on the computer System, wherein the one 
or more events cause changes in the application State, and 
wherein the one or more Software modules are configured to 
record the intercepted events. 
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49. The computer system as recited in claim 48 wherein 51. The computer system as recited in claim 48 wherein 
at least one of the one or more Software modules executes in the Snapshot driver module is configure to query the one or 
a privileged mode, wherein the operating System also more Software modules to capture the changes in the appli 
executes in the privileged mode. cation State captured from the intercepted events 

50. The computer system as recited in claim 48 wherein p p 
at least one of the one or more Software modules executes in 
a user mode, wherein the application also executes in the 
user mode. k . . . . 


